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Abstract
^
7hr- Glauber approximation has been applied to excitation^?u 	 ^^
'p. 3s and 3p levels of the hydrogen atom by electron impact. The different:.11
in.! int. • );rated excitation Gros , sections predicted L v Glauber t:.. or •: s..	 O-ca
compared with experiment and with other calcul a tions. The Glauber approximation
r con . iderable improvement over the horn approximation at energic q < % 100 eV.
t energies > ti 100 eV the Glauber total excitation cress sections apprc)ac
z
:he Born,	 even though at large scattering; angles	 (> 400 )	 the Glauber d.fferential
:Toss sections may be very different from the Born.
	 At intermediate . : rrr..0y
o  30 e'.' -	 100 eV)	 the Glauber prediction:;	 are surprisingly good; 	 at	 cnt rF;
O	 w
N) ' ti 20 eV the Glauber integrated cross sections are rather smaller than
-)bserved experimentally.
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a 1. Introduction
In tits past $ the Glauberl
 approximation for scattering amplitudes
has been applied to many problems in particle physics and in nuclear physics 2.
:ore recently, the Glauber approximation has been employed in the elastic
.catterinR of electrons b y hyd rogen at^^mrs 3,4 	 In^ ;.peas latter calculation..--
for angular distributions as well as for total elastic cross sections -- t-ae
Glauber theory agrees surprisinel y well with experiment, even at comparatively
low electron energies (< % 100 ­.7) where Glauber ' s formulation might he
expected to break down, At a mattet of facts Glauber's theory is essentia lly
a diffraction approximations # wherein it is assumed that tits incident plane
wave Mwe"00 vieb tatty 004de AM64w S hrrawh a lso roatah of t1460 6064MN New ow"PaNM
suffering only a position-dependent change of phase and amplitude; obviously
this assumption is likely to be invalid at low energies. On the other hand,
the Glauber theory has the virtue--to which its aforementioned success in e-H
elastic scattering perhaps can be ascribed--that it takes account of the
Interactions of the incident electron with both the target electron and the
target proton; for excitation processes, in most other easily computed approximct-
ions, t',: 'interaction between the incident electron and the proton e1t:... ! r at. - juces
identically zero scattering (first Born approximation, hereafter denoted by
•	 FBA), or else is assumed to produce negligible scattering (impulse approxi-
mation 6 . Vainshtein approximation).
In view of the preceding paragraph, it seems reasonable to examine
tits utility of Glauber theory► in the inelastic scattering of atomic hydrogen
by electrons, especially at energies < 100 eV, where FBA is known to be'very
poor (see section 4). The specific reactions examined by us include
excitation of H(le) to the 2s 0 2p, 3s and 3p levels. The derivations : -
4-7
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theoretical formula-, emploved are given in the two following sections. A
fourth and final section discusses the results obtained, including their
compArinon with Pxrpriment.
2. Banic Formulan
•	 In what follows, we suppose the target proton to be infinitely
heavy. Also, we neglect exchange scattering, which is not readily eatiinited
in a diffraction theory like Glauber's; the possible signifie-once of this
neglect will be discussed in the final section. Let tK i , 1hK f = mv i ,mv f be
respectively the momentum vectors of the incident electron before nn ,! nfter
the collision, And define
q	 91	 9f
Place the origin of coordinates at the proton, with the z -axis (nlso the
polar axle) along K i . Let r,r' denote respectively the position vectors of
the target and incident electrons, and write
r a A + z
r' = b + {
where (,:ee Fig. 1) s is the projection of r onto the x,y•plane; correspondingly,
the irpact parameter vector b lies in the x,y plane, and is Cie perpendicular
from the origin to the incident particle's initial trajectory.
With these definitions the amplitude F fi (q) for collisions in which
rG
the atom undergoes a transition from an initial state i with wave function
u  to a final state f with wave function u f , and in which the incident particle
imparts a momentum Aq to the target is given by
iK
rfi (q) " 2w	 of (r) r(b r) ui (r) exp(iq -b) d 2b do
itoreover, in Eq. (1)
1'(b r)	 1	 eiX(b,$)
with the phase shift function
w
V (9pI vC) dt
i
..
the integral--along the trajectory of the incident electron--of the instanta-
neous potential between the incident particle and the target. For electrons
incident on atomic hydrogen, one finds readily 
b - sX(b,a) - 2n log
	 b
where n = e2/Avi.
When the exponential in (2) is expanded in powers of X, the
first non-vanishing term in (1) is linear in X. and can be seen to be
identical with FBA. Retention of only the linear terms in X should be v-Aid
at large vi . Thus one might infer that the Glauber predictions for Ff=(q)
(1)
(2)
(3)
%I
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;should serge with the 11511 at sufficiently high incident energies. This
inference is not really justified, however, for reasons which will be discussed
in 066cion 4 hPlwws In rartienlnr. f or th e inelnstic crosFi El ecti ons
examined in this paper, the Glauber and FBA prediction, at l a rge scattering
angled (ti 600 . for instance) apparently do not approach each other as tr► e
incident energy is increased. However, at high energies large angle scattering
generally makes a relatively inconsequential contribution to integrated cross
sections, whether elastic or inelastic. Therefore we do expect that the
Glauber total (i.e., integrated over angle) inelastic cross sections will
approach the FBA at sufficiently high energies. For the excitation processes
examined in this paper, the Glauber total cross sections become essentially
indistinguishable from the FBA at incident energies E  > 200 eV.
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of the formula (1) explicitly assumes that -4 is very nearly perpendicular to
r,i ; this assumption also is specifically employed in the reduction of (1) to
useable form (see section 3).
In excitation from state i to state f, the differential cross
section is
do
d0i ' Kf I Ffi (q )I 2	 (4)
i
and the total cross section is
r
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o fi- 
i;f 1 rf i(q) ;2 sinOdOdp	 (S)
where 0 9, are the angles in spherical coordinates specifying the direction of
K  relative to K i . Even in e-11(19) collisions, the quantity F fiW nerd not
be independent of 0, i.e., need not be axially symmetric about the z-axis,
when of denotes a final state of specified magnetic quantum number, as ^.,•.,
in the 19-2p excitation of hydrogen; of course, the differential cross section
sumned over final magnetic quantum numbers is independent of 0.
The quantity K  is fixed by
^-K 2 +e •fi—^C2+c	 (Gn)2m f
	 f 2m i	 i
where e i , E f are the energies of the initial and final atomic states (with
ci - 13.6 eV in the reactions we discuss). Thus from
42 a K12 + itf2 .. 2K iK f Coati
qdq - K i K f sinddd
we can recast Eq. (5) into the form
i + h f	.
27,
^	 °fi	
K 
12	 dq q I ds IFfi(q)12
fKi - ^ 
JO
f
(6b)
(7)
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3. Cros.g ;section Expressions
The desired expressions for
In - 3p excitation of atomic hydrogen
Eqs. (1), (4) and (7), along with the
functions. The immediately following
integral (1) to usable form in „ the is
inelastic is - 29 9
 is - 2p, is -- 1 and
by electronn now can be obtained from
appropriate initial and final wave
subsection details the reduction, of the
- 2s case. As will be seen, the
analysis closely parallels the previously reported  reduction of (1) in
elastic a-11 scattering.
3.1 is - 2 s Exci tation
Introducing now atomic units, for is - 2s excitation
tin
rfir) - i i '_'1 (2 - r) ! 3r/2 1 - b - a
	 l
e1q'b (bdbdm )(sdsdo dz) (8)
n 4n^	 b	 b	 s
where, because q is assumed to lie in the x,y plane containing b and e
(net rig. 1)r
Ib _ S I = b=t s" - s 6 s cos
and df`' course
1
r = (s 2 + z2) f.. Moreover, for given K f , i.e., for a given direction of
scattering specified by given 8 , # in Eq. (5), then as we have defined q
4
t
+J^A
s
a
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The expression (8) can be rewritten in the form
•	 a - iL
where
(/M^
t
r
h
'	 ^ y
,t K,	 e	
`?ar	 o_ s^ zC n
	 (^Q sds d d t8^ L	 b
. pow, because of (9) and using Y a 2bs /(b 2 + s2)9
we obtain.
L ^^	 ar	 ZS 
Y	 nL	 n `by d 	—	 ^ E8n ,3—
K ( s as d a-)
==— a Qs d2 dS ^► jSt^^ ^'rQd	 ^nV ^® ZT " ZS	 d 1— Cos K
r ^0	 0
(13)
ft PO
----
KL
-- d d d s b ^,; Ca s 1 ^^6, Z # - ^.	 d
 In
 0
•^ n ^	 r	 ytl	 ^	 0
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The result (14) is obtained from (13) by, e.g., introducing the new integration
variable
9T instead of r via a • a Binh to and them employing a standard formula  for
K V 0 the modified nensel function of the third kind.
The integral (14) is further reduced by transforming to polar
w
coordinates in the b,s plane,
S . R sr„ 9
b s gUS0'
Thin transformation makes y and s/bY in (14) independent of R, so that we cnn
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From Eqs. ( 10) and (17), after setting X - 3/29
3
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,n	 9n
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Eq. (18) snows F (q) is independent of scattering azimuth angle 0, as it
fi 
!should be in the present case of is - 2s excitation. We have evaluated Vfi(q)
numerically from Eq. (18) by two independent methods, which have yiel^
essentially identical results. Our first method involves computing the
integral over 0$ numerically, after which we perform the second numerical
integration over 8' (but, for convenience, first replacing 0' by the new
integration variable t via t . sin0'). In our second method we have evaluated
the integral over #s in (18) from the previously used  formula
271	
^ih^^
5)	
'LCost®'^ 	 ^(s ♦ i	 +l ^; s '^"ZB^ f^9)
0 S
I A.
Eq:"(19) can be derived, e.g., by writing (when, as in (18), 0 < 0' < n/2)
— s/;,, '' 6'Cdst i^ ss	 9.001 — /tAt :Z 0"/ CiSA4 l
and then using a known integral representation 11 for the Legendre function,
which is expressible 12 in terms of the hypergeometric function 2F1.
%I
i11
To convert to c.g.s units t replace 1;1 and q in (18) by aoK i ^ and
ao ►1' 0 where the primed quantities are in c.g.s. units (i.e. o K 1 1 - mvi 	 in
c.g.s. units)o and multiply the right side of (18) by an extra factor a 0
consistent with F fi having, the dimensions of length.
3.2 is - 3s Excitation
In atomic units, after introducing the is and 39 wave functions,
Eq. (1) becomes
z n J fSit 77	
A Y	 --j -.V	
j
	
2 7 	 z c),1', ) Oe
eq ^^ ,6dbd	 sds	 d^	 (Z^>
evaluated at A - 4/3. Recalling Eqs. (11) and (17), one finds Eq. (20)
reduces to
'	 ^ ^ '^ ^ ► 9
	
del  Soh 	 SI M 	—	 S
6	 q ;Cos'B'16
3	 4i	 37	 ^sB
ft
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1. .1 1'; - 2p Ucitation
The observed Is - 2p excitation cro:;s section I.; the sum of Cno
cross Bections for excitation to each of the 2p magnetic nubstates. For our
p resent purposes, the electron spin, 2p 1/2	 2P3/2 splitting and hyperf ine
effects all are inconsequential, so that the electrons can be considered
spinle!;s in effect, and the 2p magnetic substates can bt. l;,w le d merely by
the orbital magnetic quantum numbers m - 0, ± 1. Let the direction of : :i (Cle
z-axis employed in section 2) be the axis c' quantization for the atomic wave
functions. Then for excitation to m - 0, Eq. (1) yields
>>
Y r^s 	
^.^ ra	 bdbddb ) (Sh	 d )	 1^
Wiere z - r cose c and 'A - 3/2. Thus F fi (q) from (22) vanishes, since it is
integrated from z - - m to + - and the integrand is an odd function of z.
It can be seen that this result--namely ti ► at 
Ffi(q) vanishes for excitation
to the 2p m - 0 state--is a consequence of the Glauber theory as,umption
Mat q is perpendicular to Ki . In 1,T-,A, w.icre one does not assume q 1 K i , the
Is - 2p ri - 0 excitation amplitude is not identically zero,. however,
.:aminnti on of the quite complicated clo:;ed form FBA expression.; 13 for Lot
Is - 42V m - 0 0 t 1 amplitudes indicates that (for those scatterwng ang1k...
malting, the predominant contribution to tile excitation cross sections) the
m - 0 amplitude becomes negligible compared to the m - ± 1 amplitudes in the
limit E  -* m e This conclusion concerning the high energy behavior of the
FBA is - 2p m - 0 9 t 1 amplitudes is supported by numerical calculation s 14^
which shod that the FBA is - 2p m - 0 integrated cross section decreases
mush himrar tarsidiv than tho PRA 1N •- 2r m	 t 1 Intrrirotod Cron" hertion ►•l n#t
the enemy increases from 13 eV to 200 eV. Thus the Glauber result that the
is - 2p m - 0 amplitude vanishes is not inconsistent with the expectation
(explained in section 2) that the Glauber total cross section predictirn,i
should merge with the FBA at lame E i . We :stress that the preceding,
sentence pertains to quantization along
4.
 K  only. In FIFA it is more u!-ual
and more convenient to quantize along q, in :vhich event the FDA is - 2p ► - ! 1
amplitudes vanish, and the dominant FBA amplitude is the is - 2p m - 0.
For is - 2p excitation to m
	 1,
o
^'	 ¢	 _ ^a s ' `^ ^' b ^b db d ^^^ (s d,^ d ¢S ^^-^}
T Ye Ph 05 e C/ Z^	 , (zj)
with a again - 3/2. But r sin ga
	s. So (23) can be rewritten as
ki 
es d 6	 bs	 e' ? 4l6^ 
	
^ ,^ e
	
1. (b b S'
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recalling (9), in (24)
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where Y is as in Eq. (12). Thus^t,
in
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Are in nubnection 3,1 0
 inttoducinp "olat coorditiaten in the blg
Anna,
	 teduces to
	
310"sin ^ '  to 	 r	 ^^^t^ 	 ^+^ ► i	 Sri
^ ,.	 J (s,h io •^ ^ ~Gas a , r	 ^•s 17 f	 ^^	 o (ze
% •here Y • sin28' . We have computed I'
I	 fi(q) numerically from (28) 0
 after
introuucing the new integration variable t - sin9'. 
Note that I'^f i ( q ) 110-
depends on the scattering azimuth angle v #q
	
n, as foreshadowed in section
-►2 • However, IF (q) ( remains independent of ^. The quantity I F fi (q) 2 for
Is - 2p m - 1 obviously is the same as for m 1.
In (28) , the integral over ®s also can be expressed as a
hypergeometric function. Using (19) and the properties 15 of the derivative
of 2F1
do Coi	 (^ ^coss) _-^(^n+^) a des l^— ycos^
G	 Yo
_	 r a /
Y
z	 Z
z	 /
11
14
i
J,
15
;3.4 is	 3p Excitation
AS in subsection JJ # the id - 3p to w a amp litude vanisheal aido # the
valuaO of { rt4d ( l tot  a ! 1 arm a4ual and t"dopando"t of 1 ► ter
le - 3p m 1, we find
t	 r	 ^^	 ^-
-+	 ^y k^	 ^°	 d b Cos 9 ^ S ^ ^ ^	 14
	
2- 7 	 (A "So h"0 .+ Gv5 '9  6
7r
	
41 
	
d o COSos ^^ — Sjr+2 8^CO5 ^s Jg	 J Cos=e h	 s
.	 <	 o
(z9)
evaluated at 1 a 4/3.
4. Results and Discussion
In the immediately following subsection, we concentrate on the total
cross section for le - 2s excitation. Subsequent subsections discuss a2p,1s;
present th&,computed a3s,ls and a3p,le; and examine the predicted differential
I'
cross sections. Conclusions concerning the validity and utility of Glauber
theory for computing excitation cross sections in electron -atom collisions, as
'	 evidenced by the results of this paper, are summarized in the final subsection
4.5.
.-
4.1 Total is - 2e Cross Section
Figure 2 compares our Glauber total le - 2s excitation cross sections
with a variety of previous theoretical estimates of a2s,ls' Specifically,
Fig. 2 plots a2s is vs. E  as computed via FBA 16 (curve 1) ; second Born
.J.
16
,Approximation 17 , in which however contributions from coupling to tsighly excited
(principal quantum number n )- S) intermediate states have been estimated only
approximately, using closure (curve 6); dintorted wave approximatinn 18 (curve
7); a is - 2s - 2p close coupling calculation, including exchange 19 (curve S);
FDA combined with the Ochkut approximation 20 tot the exthtuige amplitude (curve
.	 2); the y so--called Vainshtein approximratiott I (curve 3); and Mistily the clauher
C4UVV* 4) , tk to moon ihAk ALi 0"thoda gLVa U606hLiwiiy this ASAMrd rUSUltO AbOV!
200 eV, and that significant differences between the various approximations do
not set in until the incident energy is decreased below 100 eV. We note that
the Glauber predictions tend to lie below the others, especially at energies
< 30 eV. In particular, the Glauber 
a2s,ls 
is well below the FBA at energies
< 100 eV; this behavior of the Glauber excitation cross section 
a2s,ls 
contrasts
with the behavior of the Glauber elastic 
u
ls ls, which exceeds the FBA 
o ls is
at all energies3.
Figure 3 compares the experimentally observed is - 2s excitation
cross sections with the Glauber predictions (solid curve) . The solid circle
dnti.a point are from the very recent measurements of Kauppila, Ott and Fite21.
T:, agreement between these observations and the Glauber theoretical valueG is
trite good in the energy range above 30 eV. Referring to Fig. 2, it can De
[t
seen that--except for the Vainshtein --the Glauber is the only theoretical
estimate which will be reasonably close to the data of Kauppila et al. in
the energy range 30 eV to 100 eV; all other theories predict 
a2s,ls 
cross
	 I .
sections which are much too high, e.g., the FBA (dashed curve in Fig. 3) .
Moreover, it is fair to say that the Vainshtein approximation rests on a very
uncertain theoretical foundation 22 , in that calculations via this method
incorporate subsidiary physically unjustified mathematical simplifications (e.g.,
J,
.
1)
a so-celled peaking approximation) introduced solely for the purpose of making
integrals tractable.
We also remark that although the magnitudes of the experimental cross
sections have been in dispute for some years 21923, it sceus unlikely that
future experiments will yield observed o 2a,ls much Inrrer than observed t)y
r..ruppila et al. 21 , i.e., it seems unlikely that future experiments will r jt-..0
the: Glauber to look poorer than # e,g. i the Is - 2 g - 2p close coupling (._.er;e:
5 of Pig, 2) in 30 eV < t i < 100 eV, The very careful expotitvnta of
Kauppila et al. assume that 
o2F. is In correctly given by FBA at 200 eV, which
1:3 a perfectly reasonable assumption, judging by Fig. 4 below. Actually their
results show that Kauppila et al. equally well could have normalized their
inferred a2s is to the Born approximation a2s is at 200 eV, which energy should
be high enough for the FBA 
a2s,ls to be reliable, ,judging now by Fig. 2.
Moreover, the results of Kauppila et al. lie above those reported by Nils,
Kleinpoppen and Koschmieder24 , who normalized to FBA at the even higher energy
of 500 eV. At very low energies, E i
 < 40 eV, there are °2s is data by
Lichten arid. Schulz25 which originally were reported to lie considerably hi^,her
than the Kauppila et al. points of Fig. 3, but which were based on normalization
to FBA at 40 eV, which clearly is too low an energy to rely on FBA. When the
Lichten and Schulz data at 25 eV are renormalized so that they coincide with
Kauppila et al. at 25 eV (which in effect renormalizes the Lichten and Schulz
data to FBA at 200 eV), the Lichten-Schulz and Kauppila cross sections are in
21quite good agreement over the entire energy range Ei < 40 eV wherein the
two experiments overlap.
Another remark worth making is that in the very low energy range
10.2 eV < E  < 13 eV, six state is - 2a - 2p - 39 - 3p - 3d close coupling
,18
calculations (including exchange) have been carried out 26 , whose results are
quite close 21 to the Lichten and Schulz data renorraalized as described in the
preceding paragraph. Furthermore, this inclusion of coupling to n w 3 states
significantly decreases 26 the predicted 
a2s,ls from their three state
In - 2s - 2p close coupling values (curve 5 of Fig. 2). It is possible,
therefore, that a six state close coupling calculation would satisfactorily
agree with the kdupp114 data points bf Pig. 3r perhaps even over the entire
range 10.2 eV K E  < 200 eV. At the present tim, this possibility tannot be
w..W'f VO4 11Wa1r► V"r # 1*i.1.«Ww06 641" 	 wtw Ott 6*44aNw, kid ULU fttaLu elusa
coupling calculations of a2s 19 at energies E  > 13 eV have been carried out.
hus for close coupling predictions at E  > 13 eV one is forced to fall back
on the obviously inadequate (for energies 13 < E  < 100 eV) three state
is - 2s - 2p results 19 . Actually, the stmt oss of the Glauber in Fig. 2--if
not fortuitous--suggests that the close coupling method is much more elaborate
than necessary, for predicting a2s,ls in the energy range E  > 30 eV at any 	 1
rate; certainly the Glauber diffraction approximation ignores the interchannel
coupling (supposedly capable of causing many successive excitations and
dvo citntions during; the incident electron's tranr..it of the target hydra-- n
atom) whose inclusion so greatly complicates the close coupling computations.
As explained in section 2, the Glauber curve of Fig. 3 perforce
neglects electron exchange. Therefore the Glauber theory's apparent success
for a2s,ls excitation indeed would be fortuitous if neglect of exchange were
r	
unjustified above 30 eV. Various theoretical calculations 27 indicate that
exchange should be quite negligible at incident energies E  > 100 eV, but may
become fairly important at E  < 50 eV. Unfortunately, there are no very
reliable means of quantitatively determining exchange contributions to cross
sections at those low energies where exchange is likely to be non-negligible.
.r
lk^
However, wc' have employed the Born -Oppenheimer (11-0) approximation 27 to estimate
the exchange: amplitude in is - 29 excitation. In this is - 2s case, including
the B-0 exchange amplitude along with the Glauber direct amplitude alters the
solely Glauber p, •edictions by only a few percent for 40 eV < E  < 70 eV and
all consequential scattering angles (angles making non-negligible contributions
to the integrated cross section); above 100 eV the exchange contribution
estimated in B-0 is utterly negligible, as far as the integrated cross section
is concerned. Similar comments pertain to use of the Ochkur approximation for
the exchange amplitude20 . Below 40 eV the B-0 exchange amplitude becomes more
important compared to the Glauber direct amplitude, but in this energy range
the B-0 amplitude tends to overestimate the exchange Contribution, as is well
kno"21 4 We concludes that "*elect of attcltatlRe to the Glauber curve of Via. 3 fie
justified in the energy range E  > 30 eV where the Glauber fits the data of
Kauppila et al. Neglect of exchange may be a reason (though not the sole possible
reason, see subsection 4.5 below) for the apparent failure of the Glauber theory
at E  < 30 eV in Fig. 3.
The measurements plotted in Fig. 3 do not distinguish between 11(2x) atoms
created by is - 2s excitation, and those produced by radiative cascading to 11(2s)
after excitation to higher levels, e.g., 11(4p). Therefore the effective a2s,ls
observed in the experiments quoted in Fig. 3 must be
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summed over all energetically accessible levels j lying above 11(2x), with
PQ -► 2s) the probability of cascading to 11(2s) after initial excitation to
H(j) . The predominant cascade mechanism to 11(2s) is via excitation to 110p) ,
i.e . , the largest term in the above sum corresponds to j - 3p. Thus it is
i
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estimated o
np, is /s 3p,19 for n , 3. But our computntions do enable us to
compare the FBA and Glauber ratios a 3p,ls /a2p,ls . We find that these ratios
are very nearly equal at energies E  9 30 eV. Vierefore, for energiaa
exceeding 30 eV at any rate, estimates of y in (31) from the FHA ratios
aJ /le 3p,1e/a	 should be quite accurate.
4.2 Total is - 2p Cross Sections
In Fig. 4 we compare theoretical and experimental values of the
total lti - 2p excitation cross section. The sources and descriptions of the
theoretical curves is Fig. 4 are the same as those cited in connection with
Fig. 2 above, e . g., curve 6 in Fig. 4 is the bolt and Moiseiwitsch 17 second
Born approximation for a 2pals , in which however contributions to highly
excited (n > 5) intermdiate states hdve been estimated only approximately,
using ea.losura4 As In the la - 2s waao, all thavrtaM are fairly eloan for
E  > 100 eV; for E  < 100 eV the Glauber tends to be significantly lower than
other theoretical calculations, excepting the Vainshtein (curve 3). The
triangles in Fig. 4 are the experimental data points of Long, Cox and Smith 300
which are the most recent measurements of a2 
P, 
Is, and which are in good
agreement with older experiments 31,32 . Because cascading is estimated 30
 to
'	 make only a two percent contribution to the observed a 2p916 , in Fig. 4 it
is legitimate to compare the observed data points with theoretical curves
uncorrected for cascading (as would not have been legitimate in Fig. 2).
Again we see that the Glauber theory is in good agreement with experiment at
energies E  • 30 eV, but is rather lower than observed for E  < 30 eV. In
particular, at energies 30 eV < E  < 100 eV, the Glauber is distinctly superior
to all other theoretical calculations shown in Fig. 4, excluding the not
well-founded Vainshtein.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT ^,MT^
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Actually, the data points shown in rig. 4 have had to be computed
from the values reported by Long et al. 30 , because thone observers--as well
as previous workers 31,32--only measure QL, defined as 4n times the number of
Lyman alpha photons per unit solid angle emitted in a direction perpendicular
to the direction of the incident electron beam, normalized at 200 eV to the
number expected from FBA. The total cross section a to be plotted in Fig. 4
is given in terms of Ql by 33
T =	 vi l
W3
where the polarization fraction P has its customary definition
in tervo of the intensities, observed at 90 0
 to the electron beam axis, of
the Lyman a components having aleetron vectors parallel and perpendicular to
the electron beam axis. Valuer of 11 4 have been unasured recently by Ott,
KAuppila and Fite 33 . Uaing these values in (32), together with the normalized
Q I (r.	 reported by Long et al., yields the data points plotted in Fig. 4.
•
	
	
Recently there has been much interest in the Gryzinski 34 classical
model for prediction of atomic collision cross sections. The Gryzinski
predictions have the virtue that they are extremely easy to compute, even
easier than the FBA and the Glauber. However, the Gryzinski prescription 34
for computing excitation cross sections yields only 	 total cross section	 a
for excitation to the n = 2 levels of atomic hydrogen; the Gryzinski
formulation does not distinguish between excitation to degenerate (or nearly
degenerate) levels of different orbital angular momentum. For this reason,
ti
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in Fig. 5 we have plotted theoretical .and vxperimr ntal values of the total
cross section for excitation to the hydrogen n a 2 levels. The solid curve
is the sum of the Glauber curves (curves 4) in Figs. 2 and 4; the dashed
curve is the similar sum of the FBA curves (curves 1) in Figs. 2 and 4; the
dot-dashed curve is the Gryzinski prediction, as computed by Stabler35 . The
triangles in Fig. 5 are the data, obtained by adding the solid circles in Fig.
3 to the triangles in Fig. 4. Evidently the Glauber is a much better fit than
the Gryzinski; however, the trivial Gryzinski computation does correctly
predict the peak combined cross section (o 2s,ls + o2p,ls) to within 50%. We
note that in adding phe experimental points of Figs. 3 and 4 we are including
the contribution from cascading to H(2s), which contribution is not included
in thk-, theoretical curves of Fig. 5. On the other hand, the experimental
points in Fig. 3 lie much lower than those in Fig. 4, i.e., the experimental
(and theoretical) curves in Fig. 5 are dominated by 
a2p,ls; consequently,
subtraction of the cascading contribution to the experimentally observed
11(29) production would only slightly modify the experimental points of Fig.
5.
In Fig. 6 are displayed the Glauber predictions for 
a39,19 and
a3p,ls (solid curves) , together with FBA 
16
(short dashes) and distorted wave 18
(long dashes) calculations; in addition, for is - 3p excitation only, there
are shown results computed in a two state is - 3p close coupling approximation i9,
including exchange. There are no reliable data with which these predictions
can be compared. The relations between the various curves in Fig. 6 are Much
the same as was found for the corresponding curves of Figs. 2 and 4.
.
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4.4 Differential Cross Sections
As yet we have not discussed differential cross section predictions;
these are shown in Fig. 7, for excitation to 2s, 2p. 39 and 3p at an incident
.	 electron energy of 100 eV. In Fig. 7 0 the solid curves are the Glauber
results; the dashed curves are FBA differential cross sections, taken from
Mott and Massey36 . The absolute differential cross sections are plotted in
Fig. 7, with the scale on the left referring to the is - 29 and Is - 39 curves,
while the scale on the right pertains to the is - 2p and is - 3p curves. The
scales in Fig. 7 are much more condensed than those employed in Figs. 2, 4
and 6, so that, e.g., the differences between the FBA and Glauber is - 2p
curves in Fig. 7 do account for the roughly 102 difference between the FBA
and Glauber total
a2p,ls 
curves of Fig. 4 at 100 eV.
As in e - H elastic scattering 314 , the G auber and FBA curved. of Fig.
7 all decrease wonotomically with increasing scattering angle 0. In a
number of other respects, however, the relations between corresponding Glauber
and FBA curves of Fig. 7 are rather different than was the case_+ for elastic
scattering. At large angles, 0 > ti 400 , the Glauber inelastic differential
crdar sections ate aigniticantly larger than the PBAi in elastic scattering
at large angler the M and Claubatr were practically t"diatingu1mhsh1e3 ► 4 0 but
if anything the FBA exceeded the Glauber. In elastic scattering at angles
00 < 0 < -, 400 , the Glauber always exceeded the FBA, with the difference
between the FBA and Glauber becoming quite large at very small angles d < ti 100;
as a result, the Glauber total elastic cross section 
ole,ls 
exceeded  the FBA
a18,18" On the other hand, in the 100 eV differential cross sections of
Fig. 7, the Glauber is - 2a curve only slightly exceeds the FBA is - 2s in
the angular range 0 < 100 , while at intermediate angles 100 < 0 < 400 the
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Glauber is - 29 lies significantly below the FBA; consequently, recalling
that in computing the total cross section the differential cross section
do/dA is weighted by an extra factor sin 0, it is understandable that the
Glauber total inelastic a2s,ls turns out to be less than the FBA a2s,ls at
100 eV, as was shown in Fig. 2. In the is - 3s case, the Glauber do /dil of
M	 Fig. 7 starts out only very slightly above the FBA at 0 0 , and falls below
the FBA at an angle 0 as small as 2 0 . The is - 2p and is - 3p Glauber curves
of Fig. 7 lie below their corresponding FBA curves even at 00.
The features of the foregoing, comparisons between Glauber and FBA
inelastic differential cross sections are quite characteristic, i.e., these
features appear to persist at essentially all energies !0 eV < E  < 200 oV. In
general the differences between the Glauber and FBA inelastic do/dn become
more marked at consequential angles (angles contributing significant'.-
the integrated cross section) as the energy is decreased. To illustrate this
remark, in Fig. 8 we plot IF2s,ls (q) l2 from Eq. (18), as a function of q2,
4	
for incident energies of 50 eV, 100 eV and 200 eV (solid curves); for
-. 2
comparison the FBA IF 2s,19 W , which is independent of incident energy,
also is shown (dashed curve). For givea Ei , q2 ( 0) is a monotonically
increasing function of scattering angle 0, but the value of q2 at 00 increases
as the incident energy decreases, e.g., at E i 	100 eV, 8 2 (0 0) - 0.02, while
at Ei - 50 eV O g2 (+0 0) • 0.04. \ Thus the fact that in Fig. 2 the FBA o2s;y`s^
lied increasingly dbdV# for fllauber 0 2s i is an the energy in decreased from
200 eV to about 20 oV aiMm tan be kmdo ra tood from Fin. I t eo4*114ng that in
computing the total cross section via Eq. (7) the quantity IFfi(q)) 2 in the
integrand is weighted by an extra factor q, while the lower integration limit
is q2 C^- li . Lalow about 20 eV the Glauber and FBA o2s le again approach
Moreover, in the range 10 -1 < q2 < Pu 3 the Glauber curves lie below the Born,
the more so as E  decreases.
1
.
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each other in Fig. 2 because the integration range K  - K  to K  + K  in
Eq. (7) rapidly diminishes as threshold K  - 0 is approached.
The only angular distribution data with which our Glauber predictions
can be compared are those of Williams 37 , who has measured the angular
distribution of those scattered electrons whose energy loss corresponds to
excitation of the n - 2 levels of atomic hydrogen. Figure 9 shows Williams'
data points (labeled 1) at an incident electron energy E 1 - 50 eV, normalized
at 20° to the sum of the cross sections for excitation of H(2s) and H(2p),
an calculated (at 54 eV) by Scott 38 in the is - 2s - 2p close coupling
approximation. Curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 9 also are taken directly from Williams 37
Curve 2 shows the aforementioned is - 2s - 2p close coupling predictions 38;
curve 3 shows the Born-Oppenheimer (B-0) predictions (again at 54 eV), also
normalized at 20° to the observations. As Williams remarks, at angles
0 < % 80° the B-0 curve is essentially identical with the FBA. At angles
0 > 800 the effects of electron exchange cause the B-0 curve to turn up;
the FBA, which neglects exchange, continues to decrease monotonically as 0
increases beyond 80°, consistent with our discussion of Fig. 7. Curve 4 of
Fig. 9 displays the Glauber predictions, for E  - 50 eV, normalized (like
the other theoretical curves) to the data points at 20°. At angles
20° < 0 < 40° th9tre is not much to choose between the various theories. For
0 > 400 the is - 2s - 2p close coupling gives a quite good fit, while the FBA
or B-0 are clearly bad fits. The Glauber is not quite as good as the
is - 2s - 2p close coupling at 0 > 40°, but the Glauber fit certainly is not
poor. It will be recalled that the is - 2s - 2p close c-upling calculations
--although much more arduous than the Glauber--at 50 eV actually predicted
much less accurate total a2s is and a
2P ,ls than did the Glauber (Fi&s. 2 - 4).
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Figure 10 compares Williams' data 37 (curves 1) With theoretical
angular distributions at incident electron energies of 100 eV (Fig. 10a) and
200 eV (Fig, 10b). At these energies there are no close coupling calculations,
so William fitted his observations to the B•0 (curves 2) at 21 0 . As wwq the►
case at SO eV, these: 100 eV quid 200 eV B-0 curves are bad fits to the observed
points. In addition, Fig. 10 shows the Glauber predictions (curves 3), also
normalized to Williams' data points at 21 0 . At 100 eV the Glauber again is
an acceptable fit; at 200 eV the Glauber fit is excellent. It is noteworthy
that at fixed large angle (e.g., 0 - 60°) the deviation between the Glauber
and the FBA increases with increasing energy in Figs. 9 - 10, contrary to the
(now seen to be dubious) inference in section 2 that the Glauber Ffi(q)
should approach the Born Ffi (q) at high energies. We add that except at
backward angles, where the B-0 amplitudes approach the Glauber, inclusion
of electron exchange could not significantly modify any of the Glauber curves
in Figs. 9-10.
Of course, 200 eV is not really a high enough energy to justify
retaining only the leading term in the expansion of the exponential in (2);
in fact, at 200 eV the expansion parameter 2n in Eqs. (2) and (3) equals '1.
In other words, at 200 eV the energy still is too low to be confident of the
argument--via expansion of e iX in (2)--which seemingly reduces the forwula
(1) to the FBA scattering amplitude. Still, 2n is not large compared to unity
at 200 eV; moreover, it is curious that the Glauber and FBA should be so
divergent at wide angles in Fig. 10b, in view of the fact that for elastic
scattering the 200 eV Glauber and FBA predictions are indistinguishable  for
angles exceeding 30°. We stress that even without normalization to the same
value at 0 21°, the FBA and Glauber integrated cross sections from Fig. 10b
1
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will be practically equal, as we already know from Figs. 2 and 4 at 200 eV.
In other words, the angles where the FBA and Glauber curves of Fig. 10b diverge
widely unquestionably are quite inconsequential for purposes of computing the
200 eV total cross section for excitation to the It n - 2 levels, as can be
directly verified from Fig. 10b (and its extrapolation to 0 - 0°).
For the purposes of the next subsection, it is desirable to assure
ourselves that the divergence at large scattering angles between the FBA and
Glauber angular distributions of Fig. 10 is consistent with Fig. 8. At
E i M 200 eV, or 100 eV, the FBA and
to each other only for q 2 < ti 3; at
;'s..1all compared to the Glauber. Now
monotonically with a at fixed Ei--ei
Glauber IF12 shown in Fig. 8 lie close
larger q 2 the FBA IF 12 becomes very
at 200 eV, q2 (0)--which increases
juals 3 at about 0 - 25°. Thus the
angular range for which the FBA and the Glauber predict very nearly the same
Is - 2s differential cross sections at 200 eV is largely off scale in Fig.
10b. At 100 eV, q2 (0) - 3 at about 0 - 40°, so that curves 2 and 3 in Fig.
10a do not begin to diverge until 8 exceeds 40°. Actually, it iF n-t po.,.ble
to understand Figs. 10a and 10b solely from the is - 29 curves of Fig. 8,
because is - 2p excitation contributes importantly to Fig. 10. However, the
	 I "
variation with q2
 of the is - 2p do/do is not qualitatively dissimilar from
the corresponding variation of the is - 29 do/dO O
 as Fig. 7 indicates, so
that concentrating solely on the behavior of the is - 2s curves of Fig. 8 does
yield qualitatively correct interpretations of Figs. 10a and 10b.
4.5 Conclusions and Critique
From the results which have been discussed, it is legitimate to
conclude that the Glauber theory is a useful fairly accurate means of
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predicting, total cross sections for excitations of atomic hydrogen by electrons,
at energies 30 eV < E  < 200 eV; in fact, in this energy range, if theories
of e - If excitation are judged on any reasonably weighted combination of
reliability, ready computability and theoretical soundness, no other theory
seems at all competitive with the Glauber. Whether similar conclusions
would hold for other atoms and other incident projectiles, e.g., e - lie and
p - H collisions, is a question well worth investigating. For inutance, in
many electron atoms, where F fi (q) from Lq. (1) must be integrated over the
coordinates Yl ,r2 ,..,, of all the atomic electrons, it is far from obvious
that Ffi (d) can be reduced to a readily computable form without subsidiary
error-introducing simplifying mathematical approximations.
The angular distribution results we have quoted certainly justify the
con(-lusion that the potential utility of Glauber theory for priL!u CLions of inelastic
(as well as elastic) differential cross sections in electron-atom collisions
cannot be lightly dismissed. As a matter of fact, ,judging by Figs. 9 and 10,
Glauber predictions of differential cross sections--for e - H excitation in
the same energy range 30 eV < E  < 200 eV--are almost as successful as are
the Glauber total cross section predictions. At first sight, this last
assertion is rather surprising. In Figs. 9 and 10 the main advantage of the
Glauber lies in its ability to predict the observed angular distributions at
wide scattering angles, where the B-0 and FBA differential cross sections
are far too low; at smaller angles--as Figs. 7 - 10 indicate--normalized (not
absolute) differential cross sections are fitted no better by the Glauber
than by the even more readily computable FBA. However, as explained in
section 2, our calculations specifically have assumed that the momentum
transfer q is perpendicular to K i , i.e., that q in Eqs. (1) or (8) lies in
e30
the x,y plane tantaining b imd . . Whether or not the incident energy is highs
V Cannot be perpendicular to K! at the wide angles where F8A avails in Pigs i
M a"Id ICJ,	 th 1401 0fr WOOVdIr, ik *04POONVOO that! 6111 ditioMwr J*rod lMMlwMa OV O
successful in Figs. 9 ackd 10 at just those angles where Glauber theory might
be expected to break down.
On the other hand, the foregoing objection to Glauber theory is
specious. 1n Glauber theory, the phase distortion of the wave function is
approximated via integration along a straight line supposedly representing
the undeviated path of the incident electron; this is how one arrives at
the formula for x, Eqs. (2) - (3). For wide angle scattering, as Glauber
remarks (102) , it is a poor approximation to suppose the electron path is
always parallel to k. A better approximation, which treats the initial and
final directions symmetrically, results from the assumption that the electron's
undeviated straight line path effectively is parallel to h(Z. + 9 f). But,
recalling Eqn. (G)
1
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Thus at large scattering angles (not too near 0 - 180 0), choosing the z-axis
along 4(^i + t f ) automatically implies that q very nearly lies in the x,y
plane at not too low energies. For example, in is - 2p excitation at
E i
 200 eV, the right side of (34) 	 0.05 for 0 30°. Moreover, at any
given fixed scattering angle it can be seen that LIF fi (q,mf) 2 summed over
all final magnetic quantum numbers m  does not depend on the direction of
quantization of the final boundstate wave functions uf (mf). Therefore the
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Glauber differential and integrated e - H(ls) cross sections we have computed
ate exactly the same as we would have obtained if, at the very beginning--back
in N. (1)--we had trade the (superior at all not too low energies) supposition
that the x-axis lies along VK t + Kf).
The preceding paragraph has made it understandable that Glauber
theory accurately predicts differential cross sections at wide angles and not
too smell incident energies. It also is possible to understand the fact--
remarked in subsection 4.4--that at wide angles the Glauber and FBA elastic
differential cross sections 3 ' 4 approach each other with increasing E i , whereas
the Glauber and FBA inelastic do/dfl apparently are increasingly divergent
with increasing E i . °At high energies, large angle elastic scattering of
electrons from H(ls) results predominantly from close collisions between the
incident electron and the proton; the atomic electron has too small a mans
(alternatively, has too spread out a wave function) to give large deflections
to the incident electron. Similarly, one expects that wide angle inelastic
scattering results from interactions Gf the incident electron with the proton
as well as with the atomic electron. In FBA, however, the inelastic
scattering produced by the interaction e 2 /r'between the incident electron and
the proton vanishes because the initial and final bound state wave functions
are orthogonal. Therefore the wide angle inelastic scattering in FBA results
only from the relatively ineffective electron-electron interaction, which
explains why the FBA angular distributions of Figs. 9 - 10 decrease so much
more rapidly with increasing angle than do the corresponding 3 ' 4 FBA elastic
do/dn. This artificial and misleading elimination of the a /r'interaction
does not occur in the Glauber. Consequently, one expects--and finds, as
comparison of Figs. 9 - 10 with Fig. 1 of Tai et a1. 4 shows--that at any
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given energy the Glauber wide vale inelastic and elastic do/da decrease at
about the acme rate with increasing angle; the fact that at a given energy
the experir. ntal elastic and inelastic dv /dn resemble each other alreadv has
bah" tobuttkod by wiiliaess 374 Returning to the expansion of e ix in powers of
X, it appears from the previously reported ealeulatione J ' 4 and from tho
taresaing discussion that at E  > 200 eV keeping only the linear term in
is not too bad for wide angle elastic scattering. But for inelastic scattering
at a fixed large angle--where the contribution from the electron-electron
interaction decreases so r.^ )Idly with  Increasing E i--the linear
term in X is not really the leading term in the expansion of e IX after removal
of the e2 /rl interaction by orthogonality, and the Glauber does not approach
the FBA as E  increases. It is relevant to later discussion to note here that
when retention of only the linear term in x is justified, the formula (1) reduces
to FBA for each final magnetic sublevel, whatever the quantization direction
of the atomic bound states, and whether or not the assumption q•1( i M 0 is
valid.
For the inelastic collisions of interest in this paper, where
K  < Ki , the assumption that q is very nearly perpendicular to K  fails at
small scattering angles as well as at large 9. To make these remarks more
specific, write
^ it, h
	 0
where q jj lies along Ki , and qj is the component of q perpendicular to i.
In terms of 0
I I
I33
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In e1w,tic scattering, where K 	 Ki , it is evident that q, I becomes neglibible
compared to qi es 0 4 0, i.e., in elastic ststtetinj the assumptions q•K,	 0 is
inateaninstly valid to b 4 0 at fixed Z i a Whan K t < R i o hewovek, 24 1 1 ' 0
as 0 -*-0 at fixed E i , i.e., the vector q now becomes increasingly parallel
,}
to Ki in this limit. Furthermore, as Eq. (34) shows, at small angles and
1
mode rate_to-low energies, failu
remedied by using ^(K I + K f) as
K  the angular range near 0 0
a consequential contribution to
re of the assumption q •0i - 0 cannot be
the z-direction. One can argue that at large
where q 
11 
<< ql fails is too small to make
the integrated inelastic cross section. As
K  decreases, however, 
q11 
<< q  is invalid in an increasing angular range
near 0 - 0, and eventually this range becomes large enough to be consequential
in the integrated cross section. It is probable that this failure of the
fundamental assumption q • i - 0 near 0 - 0 is associated with the rapid 3:o- off
of the Glauber below the data points in Figs. 3 and 4 as the energy decre- -; s
below ti 30 eV. At such low energies, where tie whole idea of approximating
the incident electron trajectory by a straight line path breaks down, it is
not easy to decide quantitatively what kinds of errors the 'Glauber approximation
is producing; but it does seem that under these circumstances supposing that
qlies wholly in a single x,y plane perpendicular to the entire incident
electron trajectory--whether this plane is supposed L to K  or to h(K I + Kf)__
cakes the integral (1) an underestimate of the true Ffi (q)
 
W. This assertion
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is based on the effect of replacing q by qL < q in the expressions for l pfi , 2
we have obtained (e.g., in Eq.
	 Fig. g shows that this replacement
increases IF fi I 2
 at every angle. Actually, this unjustified simple replacement
of q by ql
 is too crude, and at low energies brings the Glauber predictions
Well above the experimental date in Figs. 3 and 4. Nevertheless, it now seems
`	 rea.sonanle that--even if electron exchange is negligible--one should expect
the Glauber formula ( 1) to yield too small inelastic cross sections at those
low energies for which the assumptions ^•^i • 0 and 4. 4(Kf + Ki) w 0 both fail
in a noit-negligible range of angles gear g 0. by gray of numerical
II1wNitrl► ei "I wo nurse khAh Raw 1a - RP 01taitat ion Ak Bt r 10 *V, tha rlaht
side of (34) is about 0.4 at 300.
It has been pointed out in section 3.3 that F fi (q) is identically
zero for excitation to the 2p m . 0 level. One easily verifies that this
result implies the polarization fraction P `Eq. (33) of the Lyman a
radiation following is - 2p excitation should equal - 1 at all incident
electron energies. This result must be wrong, and indeed is quite at odds
with the observations of Ott et al. 33, who find P (E i) decreases monotonically
from about + 0.2 to - 0.1 in the energy range 20 eV < E i < 700 eV. Moreover,
these observations 33 of P(Ei) are fairly well fitted by FBA calculations in
this same energy range. Because the FBA predictions have not taken into
account fine structure and hyperfine effect complications (rhich cannot be
ignored 39 ), and because the observations include the efficts of cascading,
it is possible that the agreement between the FBA and measured P(E i) really
is not as good as it seems. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the Glauber fails
badly for the purpose of predicting P(E i). Since the Glauber has otherwise
been so successful, some comments concerning this failure to predict P(Ei)
certainly are in order.
%I
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Actually the rena ons Glauber preditts 1'(1: 1) so poorly at energies
ors high as 700 eV are not wholly tran s
 parent to us, Lut it is clear that use
of Ki	 the z-axis in our calculations Lin Eq. (22) , speci f icallt ; is the
source of the difficulty. As we hnve explained, fez . ►ny given fixed q our
results for 4,1 F fi (q,md i 2 summed over all m f should be valid at not too low
energies, independent of the axis of quantization of the final bound state
wave. functions. This invariance, does not hvid for any given individual
..	 2IF ft (4 0 Mr ) I j howevet. At not tort low energies $ therefore, it is possible
that the ratio of the individual Usuber partial truss sectitns o2prisOb	 tot
axes tation to 2p Mf dM A 1 quantized along K i can he quite wrong # even
though the sum of these partial cross sections is reasonably accurate at any
given 0.
At very high energies, however, where the contribution to the total
excitation cross section comes almost entirely from forward
that there is essentially no distinction between quantizing
quantizing along ^(Ki + Kf ), the Glauber prediction of P •
correct (always neglecting fine structure, hyperfine structi
scattering, so
--s
along K  and
- 1 should be
ire and cascading).
In this limit, moreover, the Glauber and FBA predictions of P should coincide.
T1 ►is ultimate coincidence is implied by the claim, in subsection 3.3, that
FBA formulas 13 and numerical calculations 14 indicate the probability of
is - 2p m • 0 excitation at high energies is negligible compared to the
probability of is - 2p m • t 1 excitation, with the atomit iaave functions
quantized along Ki.
We also can give an independent demonstration of the equivalence
of the FBA and Glauber predictions of P(Ei) in the limit E i	 as follows.
In FBA, quantizing along q, only the 2p m 0 level can be excited. When
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this state makes a radiative transition to the is state, the angular
distribution Q(v) of the emitted radiation is proportional 40 to sing *, where
V is the angle between q and v, the direction of the outgoing radiation. So
C^3s't^ Ct, 3 9 • -^ s, ^'^^ ' ^ ev ^s Y 4, - 4,)
^- z S^, ^ s^ ®^,. c..sa cos a^. ^.^s ^ `^ - ^,^^	 < 5 ^t
where the angles 9q , ov , etc., are being apeecified relative to K  as polar
axis. Averaging ( 35) over the azimuth of q, for fixed v, we have
v1^ ''^ _ GoS Le us * 0 J- -' ^ Si^+28 ^S^^=eJ	 C 36)C
NIOW ra litah OnOW114 0 MAd wmMit a$4411k oLks as#iww, 111416 O rr+l+amiotaak 4011artoutten
to the excitation is coming from q 11 1' as has been explained. So in this
limit (36) reduces to
l Y^'^ ti — i sh, 6y = ^^ ^) 4 S tC^v-^	 C 11
which is precisely the angular distribution of the radiation one infers 40 for
transitions from 2p m t 1 to le, with no original occupation of the state
2p m • 0. Because it is known 21 ' 33 that the angular distribution Q(v) is
uniquely related to the polarisation fraction P, we now can conclude that
for radiation following is - 2p excitation the FBA and Glauber P both equal
- 1 in the high energy limit.
i
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Projection of the collision on the x,y plane. The x,y plane is the
plane of the paper; the initial velocity of the incident electron coincidev
with the direction of positive s, which is into the paper. The vectors b, s,
q lie in the x,y plane, and have azimuth angles ^,^ s ,^q respectively, measured
From positive x, as sham.
Figure 2. The is - 2s excitation cross section, in units of wee , computed
vid Glaubet rbd VAtious btht t Appto*imations discussed in the text, Curve 3
is the butke j 8chey and Smith (ttittence t) is - is - gp elost coupling
s.J^ay wws^en, tosaluktwil 6041Aaw010 i 41MOV« a tool ah& $lot& And "0404ieWA111 611 900#4061440
17) estimate, using closure, of the second Born approximation; curve 7 is the
distorted wave approximation.
Figure 3. Comparison of theoretical and experimental effective is - 2s
excitation cross sections, in units of we02 . Solid circles, the data points
of reference 21, normalized to FBA at 200 eV; crosses, the data points of
reference 24, normalised to FBA at 500 eV. Solid curve, the Glauber predictions;
dashed curve, the first Born approximation. As explained in the text, in
order that comparison with the data be meaningful, the theoretical curves must
plot a2s,ls + Y a 
3p,le, where y has been estimated to equal 0.23.
I
t41
11
Figures 4. The 1s - xp excitation ctoss aection i in units of rao`, The
triangles are the data points of teferencei 30, the curveca chow various
theoretical estimates of is - 2p excitation, cotputed via 01auber and various
other approximationd discussed in the text The sources tot the theoretical
ourvsr at" No "'i ICJ Ot 0, 0, W . { 00t4* 4 to the is - go % ep * Iowa otbupf ina
calculation.	 from reference 19.
Figure,
 j. Total cross section for excitation to the n • 2 levels of hydrogen,
in units of nao2 . The triangles are the observations, taken from Figs. 3 and
4 as explained in the text. Solid curve, the Glauber predictions, from Figs.
3 and 4; dashed curve, the first Born approximation, from Figs. 3 and 4;
dot-dashed curve, the Gryzinski classical model, as computed in reference 35.
Figure 6. Theoretical is - 39 and is - 3p cross sections, in units of rao2.
Solid curves, the Glauber predictions; short dashed curves, the first Born
approximation; long dashed curves, the distorted wave approximation; dotted
curve t
 a is - sp close coupling calculation (reference 19).
Figure 7. Theoretical differential cross sections, in units of we02 , for
excitation to 2s, 2p, 3s and 3p, at 100 eV. Solid curves, the Glauber
predictions; dashed curves, the first Born approximation.
Figure 8. Scattering amplitude squared, in units of we 02 , for is - 29
excitation, as a function of q2 momentum transfer squared. Solid curves,
the Glauber predictions, at energies of 50, 100 and 200 eV; dashed curve, the
first Born approximation, which is independent of incident energy.
Figure 9. Differential cross sections for excitation of the n • 2 levels of
atomic hydrogen. Curve 1, data points of Williams, reference 37. Curves 2, 3
and 4 are theoretical angular distributions, all normalized to the experimental
data points at 9 • 20°. Curve 2, the is - 2e - 2p close coupling predictions;
curve 3, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation; curve 4, Glauber.
1
Ni
42
t
ri;;ure 10. Differential cross sections for excitation of the a w 2 levels of
atomic hydrogen (a) at 100 eVI (b) at 200 eV. Curves 1 6
 data points of
reference 37. Cutvos ! and 3 are theoretical angulat disttibutions l
 all
neroalised to the epoetirntal data points at • • it a IN Oerw t (daahed) b the
Born-Oppenhelma r approximation; curve 3 (solid). Glauber.
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